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Power analysis attacks [KJJ99]
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How to evaluate these attack (I) ?
• Launch an attack with an arbitrary distinguisher

• But is gives no statistical confidence
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How to evaluate these attack (II) ?
• Repeat the attack and estimate a success rate

• But the adversary can still be subpotimal
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How to evaluate these attack (III) ?
• Try to find out what is the « optimal » attack?
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How to evaluate these attack (III) ?
• Try to find out what is the « optimal » attack?

• Or to find out whether it is « practical »?
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How to evaluate these attack (IV) ?
• Try to find out what is the « optimal » attack?
⇒ Worst-case academic (cryptographic) approach
≈ Kerckhoffs’ laws at the implementation level
• Goal: formalize and develop long-term security

• Goal: fix an emergency situation efficiently

≈ Rate attacks based on « adversary’s potential »
⇒ Industrial evaluation/certification schemes
• Or to find out whether it is « practical »?
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Formalizing worst-case attacks [SMY09]

IT metrics

6

security
metrics

• Conceptual separation between metrics

⊨

• IT metrics (e.g., MI,PI)
of adv.’s comp. power
• Security metrics (e.g., SR, GE) ∝ adv.’s comp. power

Why two metrics (I)?
• Security metrics are more « complete »
⇒ why not directly going for worst-case SR or GE?
• Problem: can be quite expensive to estimate
• E.g., m traces to train model & n traces to attack
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Why two metrics (II)?
• IT metrics enable more efficient evaluations
• That are easier to interpret (≈ learning curves)

model convergence
≈ profiling complexity
[SMY09,SKS09]
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Why two metrics (II)?
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• IT metrics enable more efficient evaluations
• That are also easier to interpret visually

n(SR=90%) ≈

asymptotic
informativeness
≈ attack complexity

𝑐𝑠𝑡
PI(𝐾;𝐿)

• [SMY09,MOS11]:
specific leakages
• Later generalized
in [DFS15,dCGRP19]

Metrics intuitions
• When the attack complexity is fixed by design
(i.e., in a SPA setting), use security metrics
• When the attack complexity is unknown (i.e., in
a DPA setting) IT metrics provide a shortcut
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Metrics intuitions
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• When the attack complexity is fixed by design
(i.e., in a SPA setting), use security metrics
• When the attack complexity is unknown (i.e., in
a DPA setting) IT metrics provide a shortcut
⇒ Framework ≈ middleware btw. models & devices
• IT metrics ≈ noise assumption
needed in masking proofs [PR13]
• Security metrics ≈ leakage bound
in leak-resilience proofs [DP08]
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(Nearly) solved challenge: security metrics 10
• SR & GE easy to estimate for 8-bit subkeys

success rate

number of traces

key enumeration

success rate

log(key rank)

• How to do it for full (e.g., 128-bit) keys?

number of traces

rank estimation

• Reasonably well solved [VGRS12,VGS13]
• Many follow ups work and optimizations

Unsolved Challenge: IT metrics (I)
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MI(𝐾; 𝐿) = H 𝐾 +  Pr[𝑘] ∙ න freal 𝑙 𝑘 ∙ log 2 Prreal [𝑘|𝑙]
𝑘∈𝐾

freal (𝑙|𝑘)
• With Prreal = σ
and freal (𝑙|𝑘) unknown!
∗
𝑘∗ freal (𝑙|𝑘 )
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• Information that can be extracted with a model
PI(𝐾; 𝐿) = H 𝐾 +  Pr[𝑘] ∙ න freal 𝑙 𝑘 ∙ log 2 Prmodel [𝑘|𝑙]
𝑘∈𝐾
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• Information that can be extracted with a model
PI(𝐾; 𝐿) = H 𝐾 +  Pr[𝑘] ∙ න freal 𝑙 𝑘 ∙ log 2 Prmodel [𝑘|𝑙]
𝑘∈𝐾

• Which can be evaluated by sampling in 2 steps

PI(𝐾;
𝐿) = H 𝐾 +  Pr[𝑘] ∙
𝑘∈𝐾


𝑙′

𝑁𝑡

freal 𝑙 𝑘

1
ෝ model [𝑘|𝑙′]
∙ log 2 Pr
𝑁𝑡

Unsolved Challenge: IT metrics (II)
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• Worst-case (MI=PI) never happens in practice
• Requires a perfect knowledge of the leakage model

• Evaluator question: how large is the gap?
MI?

Unsolved Challenge: IT metrics (III)
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• Qualitative attempt [DSV14]: model good enough
if assumption errors small << estimation errors

Unsolved Challenge: IT metrics (III)
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• Qualitative attempt [DSV14]: model good enough
if assumption errors small << estimation errors
certification fails

• Does not say anything about the size of the gap

Unsolved Challenge: IT metrics (IV)
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• Quantitative attempt [B+19]: upper bound the
MI thanks to the HI (≈ training information)

• Limited to models based on the empirical distrib.
• Open problem: high-order & multivariate leakages
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Do we need new metrics?
• Revisiting evaluation metrics [P+19]

• ∃? a metric issue specific to machine learning
• Or is it related to the context (SPA vs. DPA)?
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Back 15 years ago [SPAQ06]

(n)
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(n)

• SR(n) can be a bad predictor of DPA complexity
• Because n needed for high SR is not known a priori
• Which motivated the introduction of IT metrics

Do we need new metrics?
• ∃? a metric issue specific to machine learning
• Or is it related to the context (SPA vs. DPA)?

• Tentative answer: it is true that accuracy (a
security metric) can be deceptive in SCA
evaluations, but the reason is the context (SPA
or DPA), no the type of statistical learning tool
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Do we need new metrics?
• ∃? a metric issue specific to machine learning
• Or is it related to the context (SPA vs. DPA)?

• Tentative answer: it is true that accuracy (a
security metric) can be deceptive in SCA
evaluations, but the reason is the context (SPA
or DPA), no the type of statistical learning tool
⇒ Lesson from the past:
• Use security metrics for SPA evaluations
• Use IT metrics for efficient DPA evaluations
• Corollary: use IT metrics as loss functions [MDP20]
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Bridging the gap
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• Back to worst-case evaluations vs. practicality
• Mostly differ in terms of adversary capabilities
• E.g., implem. knowledge, profiling with known rand., …

• Machine learning can sometimes do in black box what
worst-case attacks do with more capabilities [BDMS21]

known masks
unknown masks

(m)
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• E.g., implem. knowledge, profiling with known rand., …

• Machine learning can sometimes do in black box what
worst-case attacks do with more capabilities [BDMS21]

known masks
unknown masks

(m)

⇒ Challenge for the future: formalize this (lack of) gap
• New: deep learning (black box) convergence properties!
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Conclusion (past)
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IT metrics

security
metrics

• Separating IT & security metrics is useful to
• Structure evaluations (implem. vs. adv., SPA vs. DPA)
• Serve as an interface with proofs (e.g., IT metrics for
masking, security metrics for leakage-resilience)

Conclusion (present)
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• IT metrics are a useful proxy before proving the
security of a countermeasure & check tightness
• Masking [S+10]
• Formally proven [PR13]
• Still not tight [CFOS21]
• Shuffling [VMKS12]
• Not proven yet
• Horizontal attacks [CS19]
• Not proven yet
• Masking + shuffling [A+22]
•…

Conclusions (future)
• Long-term security is hard to anticipate

• Such anticipation is easier in an open setting
• Open problem: ∃? a gap btw. both appraches
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Theory + practice (rather than vs.)
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• For designs: push cryptographic formalism
(≈ transparency) as far as possible ⇒ separate
unambiguous assumptions from proofs

• Evaluations: start worst-case & then study relaxed
adv. capabilities (i.e., backwards approach [A+20])
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